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Hot men and happy endings dominate this six-book multi-author romance bundle! Seducing Jordan by Andrea
Dalling Jordan knows his crush on Rick is hope. His football teammate and lifelong friend is straight. Now
that they’re heading off to college in separate states, maybe Jordan can finally find a man who’ll return his
feelings. He doesn’t know Rick’s secret: every time he’s with a girl, all he can think about is Jordan.
Fireworks by Devyn Morgan When Ashton’s car breaks down in the middle of nowhere, the last person he
wants help from is his old best friend and first boyfriend. Jake offers him a ride into town—it’s a chance to
make things right and say all the things he wishes he’d said. But breaking through four year of silence is
difficult, especially when you’re still hiding. Precious Ache by Amanda Young At seven and a half feet tall,
Dave has no problem finding companionship with anonymous men, but the experiences leave him cold and
unsatisfied. After he runs into Micah, a former foster brother, they quickly rebuild their friendship—and with
it comes the resurrection of Dave’s forbidden teenage crush. When Micah’s life is threatened, Dave’s
inhibitions melt away. But one chaste kiss could mean the end of their friendship. Romeo and Julian by Celia
Stratford and Andrea Dalling Nick Romeo’s first glimpse of blue-eyed freshman Julian Capelle sends him
tumbling into unquenchable passion. Julian is just as captivated by Nick’s smoldering good looks. But Julian’s
brother is part of a feud that turns him against Nick. Will the problems of the past destroy the lovers' future?
Beast by Roma Dark and Artemis Wolffe Beau has it all—money, power, anything he could want in
life—except for a bond between him and his father. Beau's best friend Jason took a different path, on the
wrong side of the law. Now, with Beau's harebrained plan to forge a connection with his father, Jason may
have stolen the one thing that will get him caught.
When Beau's plan goes awry in a hurry, neither of them expect the consequences that will follow. Dreamers
by Tami Veldura The world is divided into two types of people: the dreamers who live vibrant lives and the
warriors who defend them from nightmares. Larz is a warrior, honed to be faster, stronger, and smarter than
any evil. But there are secrets hidden in dreams and one is in Rayan's mind, locked in a chest, and guarded by
a dragon. Rayan locked it there himself. But now he wants it back.

